
A Precise, Reliable, 
and Proven Hopper 
Quantity Gauge

For ordering information or to 
learn more about the Reabe Hop-
per Gauge, Clear View Canopy, or 
other Reabe Aircraft Improve-
ment Products please contact:

R e a b e  A i r c r a f t 
Improvement Inc.

JEFF REABE
W13105 ALP AVENUE
PLAINFIELD, WI 54966

Phone: 715-335-6810
FAX: 715-335-4610
Email: Sales@ReabeAir.com
Web: ReabeAir.com

The Reabe Hopper Gauge 
is a liquid hopper quantity 
gauge that was originally 
developed for Reabe Spraying 
Service (RSS) in 2009 due to the 
lack of a suitable solution for 
hopper quantity determination. 
The patented system is custom 
designed to meet the needs of 
pilots.

Direct pilot feedback lead to the 
development of features that 
no other system on the market 
can match. Since the products 
inception, over 500 units have 
been sold
.
The Reabe Hopper Gauge is 
Standard Equipment in 
all new Air Tractors and a 
Standard option in Thrush.

The Reabe Hopper Gauge has also 
been praised as a safety device 
in helicopters as it reduces risk 
of overloaded conditions. A 
public announcement has been 
made that the unit will be sold 
as Standard Equipment 

in the IsolAir and Simplex 
belly tanks.



Used in …..
All crop duster planes and 
helicopters. This patented 
system is compatible as a minor 
alteration retro-fit option and is 
FAA-PMA certified.

Standard Equipment 
and STC’D for….

 » Air Tractor (all models)
 » Thrush (models: 400 and 500 series )

Installed as minor 
alteration in….

 » Embraer Ipanema 203
 » PA-25
 » Ag Cat300
 » M-18 Dromader
 » Weatherly 620B
 » R44

STC pending on…..
 » Isolair belly tanks
 » Simplex belly tanks

What it is…..

 » Innovative probe stick technology
  precision to .001”

 »Fewer potential points of 
failure compared to reed 
switch probe technology
 »
 »Industrial grade quantity 
probe 30G vibration rated

What it does…..
 »1 Gallon Precision in a 
500 gallon system

 »Boom Pressure & 
Vacuum Gauge

Added features…..
 »Automatic 3-point to 
level-flight mode 
selecting

 »  Pilot display has 1/2” 
digits for clear daylight 
readability for pilot

 »Remote display has 3/4” 
digits so loader can read 
quantity from the 
wingtip

 »Adjustable dimming 
capability

 »DIP switch settings 
allow for the display to 
function in any model 
airplane or helicopter

actual size

Reabe Hopper Gauge:
A proven hopper quantity gauge

single moving part results 
in greater probe durability 
and reliability

The Reabe Hopper Gauge has 
zero failures for Reabe Spraying 
Service fleet aircraft

7 years field tested


